Fuel cell and electrolyzer using plastic waste directly as fuel.
The effective utilization of plastic waste, including its use as an energy or chemical resource, has attracted much attention. Nevertheless, energy recovery from plastics via incineration generates air pollutants and toxic compounds, while chemical conversion requires significant energy inputs, especially in the case of gasification. Herein, we report the electrochemical conversion of plastics into electricity or hydrogen without the use of special procedures. When a mixture of plastic solid combined with an acidic solution was fed into an electrochemical cell, the solid was found to dissolve in the solution at 100 °C or higher, followed by the release of protons from the anode to the cathode according to a multi-electron oxidation reaction. This oxidation reaction required an anode that was sufficiently porous so as to allow transport of the reactants. Taking the sponge sample as an example, the dissolved polyurethane had a molecular weight of 2000 or higher, the transport of which was facilitated using a carbon support with a pore diameter of approximately 10 nm. In addition, carbon black having an ordered porous structure exhibited better reagent transport compared to a disordered porous carbon black with similar pore diameters. As a consequence, this cell continuously provided power densities on the order of mW cm-2 in the fuel cell mode and generated hydrogen at a low cell voltage of 0.55 V in the electrolyzer mode, using plastics as fuels at an operational temperature of 200 °C.